Implementing an Information Service System for Physical Object Distribution in Ubiquitous Network
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Abstract
As computing devices are getting smarter and network technology is improved, ubiquitous network is being exploited widely. However, ubiquitous network would be more practical and applicable if huge amount of related information can be handled efficiently. In this paper, we address the importance of information service and propose service architecture to store and manage information in a ubiquitous application for physical object distribution. Especially, we focus on how to manage the distribution flow of objects and offer in-formation to users.
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1. Introduction
Recently, as computing and communication devices are getting smaller and more powerful, industry as well as our daily life is experiencing big changes in many aspects. In addition, emerging standards for data presentation and transfer, such as HTML, XML, and WAP, make information services even more available. Improvement of the international computing environment is leading the change of computing nature. That is, computing devices will be so pervasive and critical to our daily life [1]. Such small and smart devices effectively disappearing into the background, what we called as “Ubiquitous Computing,” has been a motivating vision underlying many computer science researches in the past decade.

The key to the ubiquitous computing is the context awareness. Many difficulties in the existing computer systems have resulted from the fact that the system was not able to gather environmental information and forced users to input various data instead. One of the fundamental aspects of the ubiquitous computing is to deploy many computers and let the computer system as a whole recognize the environmental context, and offer the optimal service to the users. Here, context indicates various factors including positions and attributes of various objects even human, and other environ-mental factors such as temperature, humidity, illumination, date, and so on. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) is expected to make it possible to recognize such factors.

RFID is a technology similar in theory to bar code identification. An RFID system consists of an antenna and a transceiver, which read the radio frequency and transfers the information to a processing device, and a tag, which is an integrated circuit containing the RF circuitry and information to be transmitted [2]. The significant advantage of RFID systems is the non contact, non line-of-sight nature of the technology. Tags can be read through a variety of substances such as snow, fog, ice, paint, and other visually and environmentally challenging conditions, where barcodes or other optically read technologies would be useless. In addition, RFID tags can also be read in challenging circumstances at remarkable speeds, in most cases responding in less than 100 milliseconds. Therefore, RFID has become indispensable for a wide range of automated data collection and identification applications that would not be possible otherwise. RFID technology can be applied to various applications. Mainly, it supports transportation, distribution, industrial and animal identification applications.

To implement a reliable and efficient ubiquitous environment employing RFID, however, we should manage RFID information efficiently and exchange them around heterogeneous systems in a ubiquitous network [3][4]. In this paper, therefore, we propose the information server managing RFID data and apply it for physical object distribution application.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow. In Section
2. Related Works

Recently, many researches have been performed to construct ubiquitous network based on RFID technology. In particular, Auto-ID center [5] developed a software solution for ubiquitous network and recently was expanded into EPCglobal [6], connecting with powerful international enterprise such as Wal*Mart, Gillette, and Hewlett-Packard. As a result, RFID-based ubiquitous network is being applied and tested in the practical application fields. In Japan, Ken Sakamura, professor of Tokyo University and director of Ubiquitous ID center, has led many researches for ubiquitous network. In this chapter, we describe their major contributions and examine the information service in particular.

2.1 Information service of Auto-ID center

In increasingly competitive global market, the key to be a successful enterprise is the relative efficiency with which the enterprises manage their assets. According to the needs of business fields, Auto-ID center aims to make enterprise able to control and track its assets. Such enterprise’s ability makes it possible to deliver the right goods and services to the right place at the right time, in the proper quantity, quality at acceptable cost.

To achieve the goal, Auto-ID center employs four major components, electronic tags, Electronic Product Code (EPC), Physical Markup Language (PML) [7], and Object Naming Service (ONS). As an Electronic tag component, they used RFID tags. Electronic product code is a method for uniquely identifying physical objects. An EPC is a 96-bit code divided into four partitions; header, EPC manager, object class, and serial number. Not only one physical object but also a batch or lot of items, an EPC is assigned to. In case of temporary arrangements of objects such as shipments, pallet configurations and assemblies, they use the virtual EPC. A virtual EPC does not describe any physical object, but simply the configuration of physical objects. Physical Markup language is a common language for describing physical objects, processes and environments. It is used for remote monitoring and control of the physical environment. Finally, ONS gives the glue which links the EPC with its associated data file. ONS is a kind of an automated networking service and similar to DNS in Internet.

Among components of Auto-ID system, PML is for data storage and management in ubiquitous network. PML uses the same format and structure as the XML so we can use existing standards for data transmission and syntax such as HTTP, TCP/IP, and XML. Translation between schemas is unnecessary and reliable transmission and interpretation is provided since PML has a common implied schema. There is one PML instance per one data element. To manage PML information, they design and implement a PML server [8]. The PML server stores information about objects, batch orders and manufacturing recipes and makes the information available over the ubiquitous network. In the PML server, EPC is used as a key to access the PML data. Only an EPC is stored on the tag and the remaining product data is stored on networked information systems. When data need to be exchanged, they should be converted to PML format. That is, PML is a communication language. Therefore, PML server should translate data value represented by existing data format to the PML format. Through the translation process, PML server offers object information to other heterogeneous systems.

However, information service architecture of Auto-ID center operates well only in normal condition. They predefined the supply chain of objects, and assume that flow of both objects and data always follows predefined supply chain without any failure. However, their assumption makes ubiquitous network easy to break down. Nevertheless, they do not describe method for error recovery

2.2 Information service of Ubiquitous ID center

In 2003, Ubiquitous ID center [9] developed basic technologies to recognize objects using RFID, and to offer suitable services based on the environmental context and RFID information. Based on the basic technologies, they proposed the ubiquitous code (ucode) architecture supporting various code carrier media from the current optical barcode, to IC chips with advanced cryptographic functions.

In ucode system, codes that identify physical objects are stored on ucode tags, and then some additional information is stored within the local capacity. A reader that obtains information from ucode tags is called as Ubiquitous Communicator (UC). A UC accesses to information server according to the obtained ucode and receives the corresponding information. In the ubiquitous computing environment, the number of ucode tags and information servers available in the world is enormous. Therefore, they employ a distributed directory database, called as ucode resolution server, to maintain relationship between the ucodes and information servers.

3. Information Service System in Ubiquitous Environment

Today, the computer technology is improving at an impressive rate and advances furthering the realization of ubiquitous computing are announced almost daily.
Much of research and development activity in this area is focused on the hardware devices and the communication technologies. Of course, improved hardware and networking are clearly central to the development of ubiquitous computing, but an equally important and difficult challenge is data management in ubiquitous network [3].

In this paper, we first address the demand for data management in ubiquitous net-work environment and then propose an information service system to provide valuable information to all heterogeneous systems in the network and users. As an effort to this goal, we developed a prototype information system called information server and apply it to the physical object distribution. Physical object distribution indicates the whole process of an object from production to sale. In general, a physical object is produced, treated, transported, and then sold, before the object is consumed by a user. An example of physical object distribution is shown in Fig.1 where describes architecture of information service system for physical distribution in ubiquitous network.

3.1 Architecture of Information Service System

Information service requires that information should be managed consistently, and offered to users on their demand. Our prototype information service system embodies several functionalities for data management in ubiquitous network. Moreover, it is robust against errors while existing systems are not.

To be robust against various errors, our information server performs 3-step information processing: authentication, flow check, and information validation. By the 3-step information processing, our information server can manage data efficiently, control access to the information server, and recover from distribution flow errors such as human-made error (e.g. transformation error) or network failure.

3.1.1 Information processing

Information received from local database is processed in the following order.

1) Authentication - Information server checks whether a user who tries to access, has proper access right or not.

2) Flow check - At this step, the server confirms whether flow of a physical object and network condition are normal. To do this, the most recent destination of the object, which is stored in the server, is compared with identification of the system. Here, destination is represented by the identification of the receiver.

3) Information validation (optional) - if there is a predefined set of rules, the server validates all the information based on the rule set. At this step, the server checks the semantic of information, not the syntax. (For example, transportation time can not exceed 10 hours)

3.1.2 Functionalities

Some of the important functionalities of the information server are as follows.

- Data management - When a physical object is produced, information about the object is generated. Information server collects such generated information and stores it. As the object flows along the path of distribution, new trace information about the object is generated. Therefore, information server should collect and maintain trace information following object’s path [10].

- Access control - When a user or system attempts to access information about a physical object stored in the information server, the server confirms or denies such access based on the access right. If the
user requests information which includes some beyond the access right, the server only offers authorized portion of information.

- Flow error recovery - Distribution process might be incorrect due to several reasons. For example, due to some network errors, the distribution flow can go wrong. Fig. 2 shows a scenario where a transformation error happens and Fig. 3 shows a network error. The information server should be robust against such errors [11]. To recover from such distribution flow errors, all local systems generating information about physical objects have membership identification. For example, when objects leave a local company (cid1 in Fig. 2), the local system sends destination information of the objects to information server in the center (step ① in Fig. 2). When the objects arrive at another company (cid3 and step ② in Fig. 2), the local system sends its identification to the information server (step ③). Then, the information server compares destination information obtained from sender, with identification of receiver (step ④ in Fig. 2). If they match, distribution flow was right. A pack flow between the information server and the local system in the normal case is shown in Fig. 4 (a). However, if they do not match, the flow was wrong. Such flow error can be caused by several reasons. For example, network failure or a mistake of truck driver can be the reason. A pack flow in the abnormal case such as authentication failure or distribution flow error is shown in Fig. 4 (b) and (c). To recover from distribution flow errors, we put the destination of each distribution step into object information. For the representation of object information and its exchange among systems (including information server), we need common information markup language.

Fig. 2 Distribution flow error: transformation error
3.2 EPML (Extended PML)

Ubiquitous network can be constructed with heterogeneous systems. It means that data representation form of one system can be different from that of another system. There fore, to make it possible to exchange information among heterogeneous systems, in formation server should be able to understand the data representation forms of all the systems in ubiquitous network. However, to understand different representations could be a very exhaustive job. As a solution to the problem, a common representation format called PML was proposed.

PML is an instance of XML, so PML also has the same format and syntax as the XML. PML was proposed by Auto-ID center. As we mentioned above, the system implemented by Auto-ID center is not able to recognize distribution flow errors because PML does not contain any information about distribution sequence of objects. When their PML server takes trace information of objects, the server cannot judge whether the distribution flow is correct or not. However, inability to control the distribution flow can cause serious problems. Let’s assume that an object should go through various chemical processes in order. In this case, if one step of the chemical processes is missed, the information server should know that. If a chemical factory continues to process the object without knowing that missed step, the object might be ruined. Therefore, the information server should be able to control the distribution flow of objects. To make the information server control distribution flow...
of the objects, we modified and extended the PML, which we will call EPML in the paper.

To know the process sequence of objects, the information server requires the destination information of each step. The destination information is represented by the “destination” element in the EPML. The value of the destination element is an identification of the destination company. In our system, every company on the supply chain has identification represented by “ID” attribute of owner element in the EPML. The EPML schema is shown in fig. 5

In addition, the existing PML targets on physical object distribution application. However, information service in ubiquitous network is needed in other ubiquitous applications. Ubiquitous network for patient management in a hospital or for wildlife research also needs the information services to manage information efficiently. However, existing PML can not represent such patient or wildlife information well enough. Therefore, we need a more general object markup language which can represent other type objects as well as physical objects.

4. Implementation

Based on the system architecture, we implemented a prototype information service system for physical object distribution in ubiquitous network. The information server is based on FreeBSD operation system and employs the postgresql [12] database. It is implemented in java language and Castor [13] is used to convert relational data in postgresql to an EPML document.

Information server has two access groups: member and user. For the member access, the information server takes the object information and control the distribution flow. When an object is produced by a production factory, information about the object is created, and then the created information is sent to the information server. After the production factory send the information, the object can be transported to other factory to go through other processes, such as chemical or physical processing, assembling, packing, and so on. If the other factories is received the object for remaining processes, the factories work its process. As the result of object process, the process factory generates the additional information about the object, and then sends the trace information about the object to information server. Such information update is continued until that the object is consumed by users. To update trace information about the object, each factory on distribution line should perform the information process steps. First of all, they should be authenticated as a member of physical object distribution line.

If the information server confirms the membership of the factory, then the factory sends EPCs of objects, which the factory is going to process, to the information server.
for distribution flow check. When the information server takes EPCs of the objects, it compares the identification of the factory with the latest destination identification of the objects, which were stored in information server. If they do not match, it is clear that the flow was wrong somewhere. Therefore, the information server sends an error message to the factory, and then the factory will try again. A sample error message sent by the information server is shown in Fig. 6.

![Fig. 6 Message for distribution flow error](image)

However, if they match, then the distribution flow is considered to be correct. Fig. 7 shows a massage for flow check approval. Here, the information server has old information about the objects which was generated by the previous factory then stored in the information server. Fig. 8 shows the data before the information generated by the factory is updated.

![Fig. 7 Message for information flow approval](image)

Hence, the information server takes the information about the object from the current process factory, and then updates trace information about the objects. After information update, the information server has new information generated by the factory. The updated data in the information server is shown in Fig. 9.

![Fig. 8 Data in the information server before information generated by the factory is updated](image)

![Fig. 9 Data in the information server after information generated by the factory is updated](image)

For the user access, the information server takes the EPC of an object from users, and then displays the information about the object containing production, process, transportation information, and so on. Of course, systems on the distribution line can access to the information server as a user, when they want to know about objects. However, to do this, the system should already know the EPC information of the objects. A snapshot of information screen offered to the users by the server is shown in Fig. 10.
5. Conclusion

Ubiquitous network is a promising area for the future that is moving closer to realization by improved hardware and networking technology. However, to be more practical ubiquitous network, ubiquitous computing systems should be able to manage information efficiently. In this paper, we proposed an information service system to store and exchange data between heterogeneous systems in ubiquitous network for physical object distribution. The proposed system can control the distribution flow to prevent erroneous processing and provide the object information to users.

To recover from distribution flow errors such as human errors (e.g. transformation error) or network failures, our information service system keeps the destination information of each distribution step. Such destination information is represented by EPML, which is an extension of the existing PML. The proposed EPML has new features. First of all, identification of local system is represented at each trace step in EPML, because every local system has a unique identification in our information service system. In addition, local systems should report destination of the objects to the information server. Such destination information is represented in each trace step of EPML. Using destination information, the information server can recognize a distribution flow errors, and recover from such errors. We expect that flow control feature of our information service system will make physical distribution applications in ubiquitous network more practical.
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